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Chapter 1941 Tendrils Of Conquest Across Dimensions And Realities! III 

For Noah, a lot could change in a matter of days!  

Like even at this instance, he was only wondering of the best possible paths forward as there were 

many. 

On his side, he could make a crucial choice right now that he was still affirming with his understanding in 

Destiny among many others. 

He had 30 Grotto Panaceas on hand as they were enough to have him complete his first Dimensional 

Layer...or grant him 6 more Ultima Strata Automatons! 

For him, he only had the question of efficiency in his mind as when he pondered on what he could do, 

the factor to look at was whether he would attain Ultima Strata power after establishing his first 

Dimensional Layer. 

And the answer was no, with the completion of the Dream Dimensional Reality putting him close to this 

stage, but not entirely there! It seemed that halfway up the second Dimensional Layer or its completion 

would be equivalent to the Ultima Strata Stage! 

In terms of efficiency, so long as Noah took the Ultima Strata Stage, he could deploy his True Sanguine 

Clones that would exceed any Automatons of the same stage. 

But if he could control 6 more Ultima Strata Automatons...he could deploy them across the Dimensions 

he was moving in to also attain even more loot! 

A game of choices came once more as Noah's eyes flashed powerfully. 

There was still loot coming in and there were still preparations to be made. 

Noah would continue to devour the lesser False Grotto Nacres, Liquified Soul Seas, and Physique 

Refining Pearls to still build up his Dimensional Layer while also elevating Dream Automatons to the 

Alpha Strata stage just to have them ready in case he took another path. 

At the same time, he gazed at Seeds of Nature that contained wisps of multiple Natural Laws as well as 

the Dictum Emperor that he was infusing with wisps of only the Essence of Polarity. 

He gazed at <Concept Amalgamation> and <Skill Succession> as he planned! 

He had time in all these plans as after getting more information from destiny and his Clones moving 

across Dimensions, he could make a choice soon enough! 

--- 

In a majority of the Dimensions he was moving in, there was Conquest and bloodshed. 

And then there was Avalon. 
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Being led by a Prince of the 12 Domains of Avalon, there was actually little action as this being was 

proficient in what he did- getting Noah across the domain of the Enchantress Morgana and closer to his 

Father's domain so they could get even closer to the Sword of Avalon! 

The environment always made Noah light up his inner self that loved the wonders he saw as comparing 

the vast stretching golden sandy landscapes of the Dream Dimension, the hellish magma pillars of 

flames rising up in the crimson skies of the Apollyon Dimension, and then there were the beautiful 

floating islands released purple waterfalls of essence as far as the eye could see in the Avalon 

Dimension. 

It felt like a dream as he moved to accomplish his aims, the scenes of Avalon passing by quickly as 

Lancelot led Noah across the Domains easily until they neared a massive floating island that could be 

seen many light years away- an island the size of hundreds of Realities out together. 

"One of the 12 Domains of Avalon, the Dragon Knight's Sanctum- and the one my father reigns over. So 

long as Enchantress Morgana's forces aren't actively moving about here, we should be free to get 

through. So long as I can get the support of my father, I will at least be able to grant you a chance to 

near the Sword of Avalon." 

The purple hair on Ezekiel waves in the beautiful hues of the skies they floated on as Noah nodded while 

locking his gaze onto Ezekiel. 

"Then, let's make the job even easier. Let me have a few drops of your Blood." 

"...huh?" 

The burly and handsome Ezekiel/Lancelot blinked at Noah's request, but seeing Noah's serious 

expression, he used his sword to decisively cut open his left hand as streams of gorgeous crimson gold 

blood filled with purple hues came out and surged towards Noah who...reached out and absorbed it 

through his fingers! 

He...couldn't start Dual Cultivating with Lancelot to attain the Bloodlines and Physiques of a Dimensional 

Royalty, but he could just take the blood of this being to utilize Hematopoietic Progenitor on to 

duplicate the Bloodline of an Avalonian Royalty. 

This would make the current path they were on even smoother as for the Avalon Dimension...Noah had 

yet to see any blood on his path towards the Sword of Avalon! 

But this….was very different for the Apollyon Dimension. 

In the Rosebud Domain, at the very core of it where the Incubus Emperor was having a feast with his 

people. 

His Legions were mobilized and surrounding everything nearby as the Commanders on the highest 

golden platforms where the celebration was taking place…the vast majority of them lay eradicated as at 

this moment, the terrifying Dream Automaton was sinking its sharp spearlike limbs into the body of this 

powerful existence. 



"Huk…" Crimson gold blood sputtered out of the mouth of this being as his Aspects of Existence were 

lulled to the realm of Dreams, his robust foundation and powerful might taken down in a way he could 

have never imagined, by a being he never thought of nor knew! 

He was known to be on the weaker side of the Ultima Strata Rulers as due to this, he had even sacrificed 

his daughter to the Mad Orc Daemon Commander to avoid battle as when he faced a Dream Automaton 

equipped with the Decretum of Dreams and holding unique abilities that didn't have even half of their 

might shown...what could he do? 

<Name>: Dream Automaton #1 

<Lineage>: Infinite Dream Automatons  

<Realm>: Reality 

<Titles>: Overpowered Construct... 

<True Dimensional Vitality Values>: 200 Billion 

<Innate Ultima Barrier>: 100 Billion 

<Reserves of Essence of Reality>: 50 Million 

<Mana>: 1,500 Trillion 

<Destiny>: - <Fate>: -… 

<Overall Battlepower>: Ultima Strata 

It was a creature whose very title stated that it was an Overpowered Construct! 

Its Destiny and Fate had nothing to discern from as it was merely a Construct of the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor as the Incubus Emperor Eranelon...he could do nothing against such a monster. 

Chapter 1942 Tendrils Of Conquest Across Dimensions And Realities! IV 

The eyes of this Emperor that had lived for Millions of years lost their light while gazing at the 

incredulous scene of his daughter sitting on the lap of a devilishly handsome Daemon situated on a 

throne...the Daemon that would take his hard work and labor from here onwards! 

'How ridiculous....' 

This was the only thought in his mind before his Aspects of Existence entered a deafening slumber! 

HOONG! 

A lustrous surge of pink flames barreled upwards as the wills of many Succubi and Incubi that were held 

up by the might of their Emperor crashed down. 

<+10,000 Ultima Blood Pearls have been obtained…> DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are 

applied…<+100 Empyral Physique Refining Pearls obtained.> 

<+10,000 Plasmoid Soul Drops have been obtained…> DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are 

applied…<+100 Plasmoid Soul Seas have been obtained.> 
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<+25 Reality Panaceas have been obtained…> DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied…<+25 

Grotto Panaceas have been obtained.> 

<25 Kainos Dimensional Resource points have been obtained....> 

The Loot from a single Ultima Strata existence flowed down as many more prompts followed, but Noah 

only breezed over them as the most crucial ones already came. 

The crucial Loot that had made his decision on which path he would take for utmost efficiency from here 

on! 

BZZZT! 

His imposing Will and Haki began to surge out with the death of the Incubus Emperor as it held a 

somewhat somber and sad tone.  

Hecate Eranelon gazed at her father's empty husk as she took it as a reminder, taking only a few seconds 

to mourn for him as an instant later, her crimson wings unfurled as her eyes shone with powerful 

flames, rising up from Noah's throne as she gazed at the Legions of Incubi and Succubi coming to this 

location from the surrounding regions while crimson gold blood of Alpha and Beta Strata Commanders 

still flowed on the golden platform they were on. 

"My father's rule...has ended!" 

HUM! 

Hecate rose to the skies to declare this while Noah's throne made of the Decretum of Apollyon rose to 

the skies, the menacing Ultima Strata Automaton floating beside him while the curvaceous figure of 

Hecate Eranelon pulsed with the Bloodline power of Royalty while she continued. 

"He was someone who sacrificed his own daughter to keep his Hegemony- someone weak that you did 

not need to follow. We now have a protector to oversee this domain and many more- a Master I serve 

as with my will and Royal Lineage of the Golden Succubus, I command you all to do the same!" 

WAA! 

Her fair face carried an alluring trace of power and might as in the skies, she gazed at the crimson black 

throne of essence and the being that sat atop it coldly. 

Her voice had projected far and wide as it covered all the incoming forces of Incubi and Succubi, the 

scene in the skies clear to all as the only remaining member of the Royal Family...took the lead of falling 

to her knees towards the Daemon on the crimson black throne. 

"Pay fealty to the one who will lead us with power and grace across the Apollyon Dimension...pay fealty 

to the Daemon of Tyranny that will propel us to the peak of power in this Region and even further 

beyond!" 

...! 

The existences of the Apollyon Dimension thrived on power and destruction. 



They only followed those who were powerful as this spoke to them the most, so seeing their own Ruler 

so easily decimated while his own Lineage paid fealty to the Daemon who had done it...the rest of them 

had no complaints as they knew they weren't stronger than the Incubus Emperor! 

So with Hecate Eranelon as the first...the few remaining Alpha Strata LEGENDS followed. 

HUUM! 

The burning light of Conquest began to emanate from the Daemon of Tyranny and bathe the 

surroundings as the many Beta and Primogenial Strata LEGENDS followed, with the weaker ones not 

being a second later as they did the same! 

From the central point of the Rosebud Domain and to its periphery that was many Realities vast in 

size...the Tyrannical light of Conquest expanded out as the first Dimensional Bloodljne subjugated itself 

to the Daemon of Tyranny. 

"We pledge Fealty to the Daemon of Tyranny..." 

"We pledge Fealty to the Daemon of Tyranny...!" 

A symphony was resounding in the skies to usher in a new rule, the crimson wings of many Succubi and 

Incubi yielding and bowing towards the Daemon of Tyranny- dazzling True Stars of Conquest beginning 

to arise from all across this domain as they were numbering in the hundreds! 

This...was only the Rosebud Domain that fell under the shadow of a principality of the Hellish Pontiff 

Lucius. 

There were many domains to still Lord over as the bowing Hecate took initiative at this moment, floating 

towards her Master who she saw to be taking in pristine soul essence from all those pledging fealty as 

she spoke sonorously. 

"Master, the Rosebud Domain is under you as we are on the fringes of the Burning Earth Palace. How do 

you wish to proceed?" 

The Burning Earth Palace! 

Under the Hellish Pontiff Lucius, who reigned over half of the Apollyon Dimension, he distinguished his 

lands under a few domains. 

The one where the Hellish Pontiff resided in and had his Prime Apollyon Daemon Royal Lineage rule was 

known as the Crimson Hell Palace- an expansive domain equivalent to hundreds of thousands of 

Realities in size as it consisted of three expansive domains within it. 

Within this Crimson Hell Palace that was half of the Apollyon Dimension were the distinguished Domains 

under the Hellish Pontiff Lucius where his strongest Commanders and Rulers reigned over- the Great 

Magma Sea Palace, Bloody Skies Palace, and the Burning Earth Palace. 

The other half of the Apollyon Dimension where the Dimensional Hellion Ruler Lilith ruled over was 

known as the Apollyon Sanctuary Plains which consisted of the Mahayana Palace and the Sanctuary of 

Hatred. 



The Daemon Orc Ravine Noah had arrived in and the Rosebud Domain were contained within the 

Burning Earth Palace under the Dimensional Hellion Ruler Lucius as Noah...had a great range of freedom 

and versatility on how he could move! 

He had only taken over a small Domain within the Burning Earth Palace as there were the equivalent 

Great Magma Sea Palace and Bloody Skies Palace for him to go into and conquer, and then after all 

these were the domains under the Dimensional Deceiver herself! 

It was a long and strenuous path ahead of him as when he stared at all the Daemons bowing towards 

him...he knew it would only be a matter of time. 

"We will not be waiting to see the response of the Mad Orc Daemon Commander. As soon as the 

preparations are complete...we shall make a move." 

...! 

After eliminating the Incubus Emperor Eranelon, his Loot allowed Noah to make a choice on the path to 

take as with the loot on hand, the time came for him to complete his first Dimensional Layer. 

His Tri-Pupiled eyes carried a trace of devilishness as he smiled. 

'It has been over a day since I established it... it is about time that I complete it.' 

The maddening ridiculousness of his pace revealed itself as after coming out of the Kun Peng's 

Cataclysm Nest, a day and a half had passed as this was enough for Noah to make the choice of going 

from Alpha Strata to Ultima Strata! 

In this short period of time that others may not have done much, he had distributed his Clones to 

multiple Dimensions and converted the Aspects of Existence of powerful beings into fuel for his own 

purposes. 

Who else was doing this? 

Who else could say they stood out as an exceptional Emperor of this Age?! 

Who else but the Quintessential Kainos Emperor?! 

Chapter 1943 My Dream Dimension L 

The Clones deployed across Dimensions and Realities became serious and stern in their actions as a 

critical moment came. 

In the Dimensional Holy Land, the massive body of the Preponderant Irminsul changed and fluctuated as 

it faded away to reveal Noah's stellar human form, showing a being whose very wisps of hair carried a 

stellar Cosmic light that was radiant with a hue of gold. 

His eyes carried terrifying magnetism as they shone with three pupils, half of his body was entirely 

painted stellar gold as it showed trillions of rotating Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos above an expansive 

golden plane filled with rolling sand dunes and magnificent mountains! 

His first Dimensional Layer. 
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He had 9 to forge as he had attained the resources to complete the first one, and so he would move like 

he always did and grasp this opportunity as he prepared to advance. 

With the constant devouring of the Dream Dimension by the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality, 

certain portions of this Reality were fully bathed in Dream Essence and pure landmass that could be 

distinguished as the Dream Dimension, Noah's main body weaving through space and appearing in the 

centermost location where all incoming devoured landmass of the Dream Dimension was proliferating. 

It was an area of dense propagation of Dream Essence as the space was filled with sandy gold Seas of 

essence that rolled powerfully- the area that birthed new Dream Cosmos and had the densest coiling of 

energy in the whole Infinite Reality! 

It was here that Noah floated at the center of while waving his hands to call out 30 massive and radiant 

Grotto Panaceas. 

They released a multicolored light as they looked like massive flowers of life, their petals beginning to 

unfold slowly as their essence was being streamed towards only a single being! 

Lavalliere watched this scene silently as even she didn't know what the results of all this would be. 

Not too long ago, he was labeled as the enemy of this Dimension. 

Now, he wanted to complete it as what changes would take place when a second Dream Dimension was 

established? Especially if it was done within another person's Origin! 

Since it was an unexploded territory, they would see the changes for themselves soon enough. 

HOONG! 

The dance of dense concentrations of essence began to surge as the potent workings of the Grotto 

Panacea flowed into Noah's Origin, beginning their process smoothly as each one was equivalent to 3 

Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos! 

Noah took everything in as he floated majestically in the vibrant stellar golden space, beginning to watch 

the propagation of Cosmos and land in his Dimension as this whole process was in two parts. 

Expanding the Dimensional plane that acted as the earth below, and the Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos 

that swirled majestically above. 

The Essence of the Grotto Panaceas floated equally onto both aspects of Noah's Origin as billions of 

singularities began to bloom every second! 

The Golden land expanded and contracted as it spread outwards in size while the massive Cosmos grew 

and bloomed as if they weren't the hardest thing to form. 

It was extremely hard for Noah to advance in his newly enacted Realm, and yet his pace was utterly 

shocking at this moment as the number of his Cosmos grew. 

Grotto Panaceas has their petals entirely used up as they faded into stellar particles of dust, sacrificing 

their essence to elevate the Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 

35 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos. 



40 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos. 

With the right tools in place, the speed was explosive as the Loot did its job exceedingly well, and the 

boundaries of the Dream Dimensional Plane expanded immensely as Noah forged forward! 

Until...50 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos were reached. 

BZZZT! 

Tendrils of beautiful lightning like golden light surged over his beautiful figure as his whole vision 

illuminated bright gold, prompts rising before his eyes. 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have risen to 100 Million.> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of Dream Essence have risen to 1 Billion.> 

<The Paramount Kainos Dream Dimensional Reality now grants 40,000 base boosts to Damage and 

Defense Values.>. 

<Your rate of Progression in the Decretum of Dreams has increased by 100,000%> 

<Your understanding of the Decretum of Dreams has been forcefully increased to 12.5%> 

<Your Maximum True Vitality Values have risen to 75 Billion.> 

WAA! 

Glorious light pervaded outwards as dense life force accompanied it, the origin of the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor that was connected to his Body and Soul exploding with immense life and majesty that 

the surrounding space trembled! 

And this was only the halfway mark. 

Only the halfway mark had granted Noah the highest percentage in any Decretum or Natural Law as the 

Decretum of Dreams rose to 12.5%! 

Other gains and stats were even more ridiculous as Noah continued, intent on sewing how grand the 

changes would be when this Dimensional Layer was fully complete. 

At the same time as he did this, some imperceptible changes were occurring in the Dream Dimension as 

the very hue of its skies began to change. 

Its calm and gracious demeanor wavered as Dream Storms began to rise explosively. 

At the same time, the Dimensional Rulers of this vast stretching domain became utterly grim as they 

received yet another point of communication from a Will that at this point couldn't even speak freely! 

<The Authority of the Dream Dimension is being encroached upon.> 

WAA! 

<Eliminate the Dimensional Inimicus.> 

<Eliminate the Dimensional Inimicus!> 



It seemed to be taking great effort and valor to even send out its will, and yet it did so without delay as 

something shocking that no beings in the previous Ages could have predicted occurred! 

An Enemy of their Dimension had risen as he was moving at a pace so fast that it was incomprehensible! 

Did he not just begin encroaching on the authority of the Dimension? How had it reached such a drastic 

point now that the Will of the Dream Dimension was calling for the elimination of this being right away? 

And how could they find him so quickly when they had just begun to search?! 

Chapter 1944 My Dream Dimension Ll 

What was unlucky for them and a wondrous progression of events was that the being they were looking 

for was greatly masked by a terrifying tool that there were only a few of in the vast Realities and 

Dimensions. 

The Heart of Destiny silently triggered its abilities as the direction that destiny was surging to was 

unknown! 

The Dimensional Rulers that controlled powerful domains and Empires moved at this moment as they 

sent out commands. 

"Wade across the Dimension! Find the Dimensional Inimicus!" 

The forces of powerful existences were stirred as they began to move to look for an unknown enemy. 

But how could this unknown enemy be so easily found when he was taking such a shockingly unheard of 

route that even though he was encroaching upon the authority of the Dream Dimension- he was doing it 

outside and inside as both he and his Dimensional Reality were doing the same thing! 

The only distinction was that what he was doing was immensely faster as the replication of the Dream 

Dimension wasn't just recreating a concept. 

It was taking what this Dimension stood for as this was an action that would have drastic consequences, 

consequences that even Noah had yet to know about. 

HOOONG! 

The waves of essence didn't stop as back in the Dimensional Holy Land, the Grotto Panaceas continued 

to unfurl and release their essence as the process continued. 

And this was another point to keep in mind when looking at the whole situation. 

With the 20,000:1 Time Dilation of the Infinite Reality, the time that passed between the warnings and 

commands of the latent Will of the Dream Dimension was very little. 

Just as Dimensional Rulers began to move to locate this enemy...what he was doing would be completed 

before they could even assemble their forces! 

HOONG! 

Tendrils of essence surged out as the halfway point was passed, 60 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos 

being forged at this moment. 
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Noah's body was releasing Innate waves of Dream Essence at this point in time as even the area he 

floated around was affected, a magnetized pull emanating from him as the Essence that was surging 

into the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality due to the Pocket Dimensional Reality in the Dream 

Dimension...this essence began to rapidly pick up! 

The pace that the Pocket Dimensional Reality or really, the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon was 

devouring the Dream Dimension increased as the devoured lands of this Dimension began to disappear 

even faster. 

70 Trillion. 

90 Trillion! 

OOOM! 

An air of majesty and power descended as the solidified crown floating above the backbone of the 

Throne shone with Resplendent light, the bottom of this crown gradually becoming painted gold as a 

band of this color wrapped over the entirety of the bottom of this crown! 

A halcyon golden color unlike anything Noah had ever seen exploded out at this junction as every part 

that made him shone resplendently. 

An astonishing radiance that was blinding to the eyes as...100 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos were 

forged. 

"...." 

At this moment, it felt like all time came to a halt. 

The halcyon waves of gold stopped. 

The constant movement of essence and what made up the very fabric of Reality stopped. 

Silence. 

Utter and complete silence overcame everything as even Noah had an inexplicable sensation that would 

make any other common being erupt in fear. 

He couldn't feel a single thing- not even his own body and Origin as this alone was enough to terrify any 

being who knew of themselves and their power! 

He could only barely feel his consciousness as in the deafening silence, there was also immense 

darkness! 

HUUM! 

His soul buzzed as he contained himself. 

There was no fear. 

He only waited. 

It felt like he could hear a distant calling...and yet at the same time not. 



<....oah!> 

Yes. 

He could hear a voice! 

<Noah!> 

BOOM! 

As if he had received a jolt, the voice of Lavalliere rang out in his mind as it only acted as the spark to 

bring back some sensation. 

The darkness and silence slowly began to fade as a point of light bloomed. 

This point of light brought forth a scene that caused Noah's will to shudder, a scene that was hidden in 

the darkness and only made visible to him now because of his recent actions! 

In the darkness, he could see countless and immeasurable stellar rivers of light contained in a constantly 

changing space. 

The rivers of light seemed to be constantly multiplying and stretching this space further as shockingly, 9 

massive objects surrounded this constantly twisting space! 9 objects that expanded in size outwards and 

became as thin as a point of a needle when they sank into the constantly changing space filled with 

endless rivers of light! 

They sank into it fervently and with immense power as each one shone with its own distinct light- one 

being pure Gold, another being Silver...Purple, Black, Verdant, Crimson...! 

The colors were vibrant and shocking as these nine objects acted like Anchors that sunk into this 

constantly twisting space, these Anchors having their bright lights shining unstable every now and then 

as the points where they were connected were getting influenced ever so slightly. 

This influence caused subtle changes that couldn't be stopped at the 9 points of light also seemed to be 

expanding! 

THUMP! 

At this juncture, Noah's will was pulled towards the golden Anchor. 

It was massive in size as it seemed different from all the others, Noah feeling a connection to it he didn't 

have with the others as he...felt an instinct overcome him. 

An instinct...that caused his will that didn't have any sense to surge towards the massive golden pike. 

He felt somewhat connected to it...as if he could affect it! 

When he saw how far down it sunk into the constantly twisting mass of rivers of light, he instinctually 

wanted to ease this burden even a little. 

So...his surging will that was connected to the massive golden pike pulled upwards. 

...! 



RUUUUUUMBLE! 

His actions instantly caused a shocking change and phenomenon as from the golden pike he had 

enveloped, a wrathful sensation surged out maddeningly! 

A latent Will of immense power and wrath as it instantly caused him to be thrown away from this 

shocking scene he saw. 

The 9 massive Anchors of light faded as shockingly, the golden one could be seen lifted just a little bit 

higher than all the others. 

It wasn't as fully sunken in as it was and this...this caused a shocking and fundamental change in a long 

kept balance! 

Chapter 1945 My Dream Dimension Lll 

A fundamental change brought about by instinct! 

And its consequences...were simply too widespread to grasp. 

In the Boundary Between Realities. 

A Dimensional crack bloomed in the void as it spat out a dark-haired vivacious woman who was 

supported side by side with two Abyssal Gigantomachia Undead that towered over her like titans. 

Her expression was that of annoyance and somberness as she breathed in the essence of the Boundary 

Between Realities, content on being back here as she detested the cold and dreary atmosphere of the 

Niflheim Dimension! 

"Whole Legion wiped out and fucking Eckert uses the Kun Peng Empyral Bone to silently try assimilating 

the soul of a dying Grotto Haven expert...and that isn't even the least of it." 

Europa's vivacious figure began to move as the two Abyssal Gigantomachia Undead beside her followed, 

the somberness in her eyes increasing as she continued to speak to herself while she moved! 

"I have to warn them...it is not simply a mere alliance that the Ancient Races are forging with 

Dimensional Races. The casualties will be astronomical if they go in like this..." 

She was rushing back to the Main Reality as Eckert had put two Abyssal Gigantomachia Undead to 

escort her while he played a dangerous dance with destiny, her aim being none other than the Main 

Reality as she had to pass the information they had collected! 

But just as she began to cross the Boundary Between Realities... 

HOOOONG! 

Space twisted and coiled as in the next instant, an explosive force of Natural Law Essences erupted out 

along with surges of incandescent blue Mana! 

They didn't just erupt from the region she was in, but all across the Boundary Between Realities and any 

nearby rivers of Reality that pulsed as if they began to expand at this very moment. 
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"What the fuck is happening now...!" Europa cursed under her breath as she witnessed this shocking 

scene that seemed to only be increasing in its effects! 

Boundless surges of essence bloomed as the most fundamental changes of all occurred in the far away 

Main Reality. 

Its skies became painted with a multicolored aurora of light as the massive Empyral Domains of Nature 

that Noah's Clone was still in one of...these domains experienced the most changes as the Essence of 

Natural Laws vehemently increased in concentration and density as any beings currently in any of such 

domains would greatly benefit! 

It was a surge of the concentration of essence across the Infinite Realities that was an immediate effect. 

The multitude of other effects were currently unknown as things were just beginning! 

--- 

The Dream Dimension was shaking. 

No, not necessarily shaking- but it could instead be said that it was seething! 

Countless storms of sandy gold light raged as in the minds of the Dimensional Rulers that carried the will 

of their Dimension, a piercing voice echoed out. 

<The Dimensional Inimicus is in the Desolate Mausoleum!> 

BOOOM! 

<Descend unto the Desolate Mausoleum and eradicate the Dimensional Inimicus!> 

An explosive burst of information surged out as 3 Dimensional Rulers looked at it in a stupor. 

The enemy that was encroaching upon the authority of the Dream Dimension was not even in this 

Dimension. 

"The Desolate Mausoleum...once more these vile existences do something to upset the very workings of 

Nature!" 

WAA! 

The Dimensional Rulers were divided by their domains from afar, but one of them exploded out at this 

moment as terrifying wrath built up within him. 

The Dimensional Walls had been getting thin this whole time as their people could move in and out. 

And now with the support of the very Dimension... 

"Prepare the forces and assemble the Legions. We shall seek the Dimensional Inimicus in the Desolate 

Mausoleum!" 

....! 

A shocking advancement bloomed as the future turned murky and chaotic at this moment! 



Forces of the Dream Dimension were to be deployed to search for the Enemy of their Dimension in the 

vast Realities, and yet it wasn't known that a Clone of this enemy was already making moves in the 

Dream Dimension. 

The Latent Will of the Dream Dimension was only able to sense a location after a shocking action was 

done, but how had it still not been able to sense the movements of the Quintessential Dimensional 

Body? 

--- 

The reverberations of a wrathful will followed Noah as his consciousness sunk away from the scene he 

had just access to. 

His vision and senses returned as he felt his own body- his own body that also felt a little bit foreign as it 

surged with boundless power and strength! 

The bottom half of his body shone with an incandescent golden glow as a dazzling band of gold light 

illuminated everything, the illusory image of 100 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos swirling above this 

band being apparent as this was the first Dimensional Layer! 

It was an unheard of achievement that Noah had accomplished while also being given the chance to 

peer into a shocking truth! 

At this time, a myriad of Prompts that he had not been able to see surged in. 

<You have successfully completed the First Dimensional Reality.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

<You have gazed at the truth of Reality. The rate of understanding the Natural Laws and Decretum of 

Dimensions is greatly increased.> 

<Through your reign over the Dream Dimension Reality, a level of influence can be exerted in the Dream 

Dimension.> 

<You have grasped an Undefined Authority. Its usage is hard to grasp and understand as you may not be 

able to actively trigger it.> 

"..." 

An Undefined Authority! 

There was much to be learned and understood as when Noah gazed at himself and his Aspects of 

Existence, he realized he had been wrong. 

He had expected and planned for the changes of the establishment of the First Dimensional Layer to be 

grand, but it was nothing like what he sensed right now! 

The scene he saw and his actions as well as the prompts before his eyes...it was all too astounding as 

this was just the first trench of the many shocking prompts. 

There were still many more that boundlessly followed!! 



Chapter 1946 My Dream Dimension LV 

Stupendous sensations were going through Noah's body as he felt the many changes, the full 

completion of the First Dimensional Layer coming with too many surprises as the prompts continued. 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have risen to 150 Million.> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of Dream Essence have risen to 10 Billion.> 

<The Paramount Kainos Dream Dimensional Reality now grants 80,000 base boosts to Damage and 

Defense Values.>. 

<Your rate of Progression in the Decretum of Dreams has increased by 1,000,000%> 

<Your understanding of the Decretum of Dreams has been forcefully increased to 25%> 

<Your Maximum True Vitality Values have risen to 100 Billion.> 

<The Maximum number of Ascendancy Halos you can enact has been raised to 150.> 

<The elevation of the Mythical Natural Born Infinite Dream Physique during the assimilation with the 

Mythical Natural Born Apollyon Physique has been affected and undergone an even greater mutation.> 

<Your Dream Dimensional Body and Soul are undergoing fundamental changes.> 

"..." 

Power. 

Power coursed through him along with boundless life force as even though the Dream Dimensional 

Reality shows itself at the base of his lower body, it illuminated everything in the surroundings with a 

stellar magnificent glow. 

The completion of a single Dimensional Layer had utterly astonishing results- making Noah's status 

explode in a shocking manner as the power he felt was simply unbelievable! 

This was more so for his life force as the sudden advancement of the Decretum of Dreams to 25% after 

simply establishing the Dream Dimensional Reality...this percentage came with ridiculous possibilities. 

When Noah gazed at this percentage last, he had just spent 50 Dimensional Resource Points to raise it to 

.70%. 

That mere .70% granted him a 7% Augmentation to True Damage Values, True Defense Values, and True 

Vitality Values! 

1% understanding in any Decretum or Natural Law granted a 10% Augmentation, and this was how 

existences reaching 100s of Billions of Damage Values in the Ultima Strata and Grotto Haven realm 

made this a possibility...through their understanding of Natural Laws and Decretum of Dimensions and 

the boosts they provided. 

Noah's minuscule 25% in the Decretum of Dreams meant 250% Augmentation. 

"..." 
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In Damage Values, Defense Values, and Vitality Values! 

It meant his True Vitality Value of 100 Billion had to be left behind and instead, an additional 250 Billion 

had to be added to it. 

This was the simple Augmentation in advancing just one-fourth of the way through a Decretum! 

And then there were still Damage and Defense Values! 

With the now base 80,000 granted from the establishment of the First Dimensional Layer and 

accounting for the additional base boosts from Physiques, the Eyes of the Tri-Pupiled Kainos Emperor, 

the Dual Enhancement of the Throne of Quintessential Tyranny, and factoring in the cast skills and 

abilities...a rough estimation of 20 Billion in Damage Values could be made. 

And when bringing into the picture the 250% Augmentation purely from the Decretum of Dreams alone 

and not accounting for the Natural Laws of Gravitation and Polarity or even the Decretum of 

Apollyon...this alone brought Noah past 70 Billion Damage Values! 

And when putting the chaining effect of Ascendant Reality Sever...100 Billion could easily be achieved. 

And this...was before the mirror effect of the Emperor's Ruined Blade of Oblivion could be applied. 

"..." 

Crazy. 

This was the only word possible at this moment as something even more ridiculous was his Innate 

Dimensional Barrier that had the effect of displaying 3 times Noah's strongest Defense Values. 

"I was wrong..." 

WAA! 

His majestic voice came out as Noah would admit things when he was wrong. 

He was wrong to think he would need to at least be halfway towards the Second Dimensional Layer to 

gain the capabilities of withstanding an Ultima Strata existence by himself. 

The establishment of the Dream Dimensional Reality alone and the boosts it brought were enough to 

put him at this level! 

The numbers for his Innate Defenses alone exceeded the Boundary of 100 Billion as with Noah's 

Ascendant Lich's Armament of Devotion in the picture...he didn't have to worry about any beginner 

Ultima Strata existence! 

And when bringing his overall battle power, Infinite Mana, and other tools on hand...he wasn't 

particularly fearful of even the powerful existences of the Ultima Strata! 

This....was the achievement of the establishment of a single Dimensional Layer. 

And...Noah still had over 25 Grotto Panaceas to go as he had yet to start his Second Dimensional Layer! 

"Hoo..." 



He breathed it carefully as pure golden essence emerged from his mouth, capable of acting as a Panacea 

to allow others to elevate their Realms from his breath alone as for anyone lucky enough to cultivate 

with him...the effects were bound to be unreal. 

He collected himself as what the Prompts showed was not everything. 

The establishment of the First Dimensional Layer held much more significant effects than what was 

mentioned as Noah recalled the scene of 9 pikes stabbing into a dazzling and constantly twisting mass! 

He had lifted one of these pikes- one of these Anchors! 

And the shocking effects of it could not be ignored as he felt them in the Infinite Reality and his clone 

felt it even more in the Main Reality. 

"Lavalliere...what did you see?" 

He spoke out slowly, sending his will into the radiant Layer filled with 100 Trillion Kainos Royal Dream 

Cosmos. 

<What do you mean? I was simply proven wrong as you continue on your own path...and I am feeling 

the seething of the very Dream Dimension itself. Did...something else happen? Does it deal with the 

Truth of Nature that was mentioned in the prompts? Is it why essence is proliferating all around at this 

moment? > 

"..." 

Lavalliere asked inquisitively as she knew there could be a great deal of things that could snowball from 

Noah's actions, but she did not know about the scene he saw. 

She could only infer from the many shocking changes around her as Noah gave a light nod. 

<Did you...gain any of the actual authority of the Dream Dimension? Its purpose for the Desolate 

Mausoleum?> 

Lavalliere continued by asking as Noah replied in a thoughtful tone. 

"I will have to observe and understand it more. It is not entirely like the Dream Dimension as mine is a 

Dream Dimensional Reality, but it carries that Undefined Authority that I...well, I need to have it 

defined." 

WAA! 

His eyes flashed with power as he tried to Illuminate the way forward. 

The next layer to establish. 

The rapidly increasing pace of the Pocket Dimensional Reality and its job of devouring the Dream 

Dimension that would undoubtedly be felt by the Latent Will soon enough! 

The intricacies and understanding of everything to do with the 9 Dimensions and the Desolate. 

The most efficient path forward...as he grasped the power of the Ultima Strata just over a day and a half 

since clasping the Alpha Strata! 



Chapter 1947 The Weaving Of A Bloody War! L 

Reality was in a constantly changing motion as chaos in one region that had been ongoing for millions of 

years could subside in an instant, or unbroken peace for many Ages could be ended in an instant! 

In a region of the Boundary Between Realities. 

Essence was constantly proliferating as the veils of space danced, these veils beginning to tear ever so 

slowly in the next few moments until they ripped apart with massive golden gushes blooming in this 

area and propagating in the surroundings! 

From these massive golden rifts, terrifying auras began to flow through as at the center of it all and at 

the very forefront...the most maddening of all auras could be felt. 

A congregating mass of golden sand formed a cloudy platform below his feet as waves of shining black 

sand could be seen mixing- this black sand falling off the body of this being like a waterfall as the 

Decretum of Dreams surged around him! 

His form was titanic as it had humanoid features, but his head was utterly dreadful as each side of the 

head had a different face. 

One was that of a dreary tortoise, another a tiger, a Phoenix, and lastly a dragon was the central face of 

this existence- of the Nightmare! 

Countless more Nightmares and Dream LEGENDS surged behind him as his power far exceeded Ultima 

Strata and wasn't something common experts at the Grotto Haven Realm could even reach. 

The veil between Realities and Dimensions had thinned as due to a certain progression, Dimensional 

Races in the Dream Dimension even received support from the very Dimension itself to reach this 

restricted location! 

So this being entered the Boundary Between Realities as he was one of the 8 Dream Masters under one 

of the three Dimensional Rulers of the Dream Dimension. 

The Aged Slumber, The Dimensional Ruler of Nightmares- Jajagan! 

Other Dream Masters from the Dimensional Ruler of Nightmares and the other Rulers would soon 

follow as the consequences of their presence in the vast Realities would be shocking! 

"Scatter and scour while forging towards the Main Reality." 

The draconic face of the Nightmare boomed out with a deep voice as he continued forward. 

"Locate the Dimensional Inimicus...and kill on sight." 

WAA! 

More and more golden rifts spread out as even larger and more expansive Legions of Nightmares and 

Dreams pervaded into the vast Realities, their goal being a single existence as they were prepared to 

eradicate as many as possible to attain him! 

At the same time. 
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Across the vast Realities- within the Realities under Primordials where Primordial Temples stood. 

CRACK! 

The statues representing the Bloodlines of Primordials cracked and began to bleed profusely crimson 

blood, showering the temples with an astounding bloody light as many Seers rose up with somber 

expressions! 

In the Main Reality. 

In the skies close to the Northern Empyral Domain of Nature, Representative Aileron, Akaris, Katelyn, 

and many others were watching the confounding changes of the proliferation of essence that had 

started not too long ago while they were waiting for Alexander King. 

All of a sudden, their gazes changed as they felt a suffocating force press down from all around, the 

force stemming from the very fabric of Reality around them as soon after, their communication 

medallions lit up as their faces changed! 

The Primordial Seers capable of peering into the mysteries of Destiny, Fortune, Karma, and Fate had 

seen a shocking change of possible futures as large swathes of Dimensional Races would be attacking. 

Will Bearers and Adjudicator Legions had to be mobilized to take care of this threat quickly! 

This was the side of the Pure-Blooded Primordial Bloodlines. 

There were then the Primordial Beasts and Ancient Races that were lying in wait this whole time. 

In the folds of space in another far away region. 

A gargantuan figure whose entire body glittered with the light of stellar rivers of light floated silently 

before a glorious Kun Peng whose body lit up with a myriad of Realities. 

"The forces of the Dream Dimension have begun to move. Our forces there say this stemmed straight 

from the Latent Will of the Dream Dimension as a Dimensional Inimicus had appeared!" 

...! 

The Kun Peng spoke while gazing at the massive body of the Primordial Beasts that seemed like a beast 

of apocalypse made from rivers of Realities. 

<An enemy of one Dimension is an enemy for all Dimensions...it is only a matter of time.> 

WAA! 

The massive Primordial Beast spoke calmly as his stellar eyes showed aged vicissitude! 

But they lit up with light soon after as he spoke with power and valor. 

"We shall use this chance to strike then. We have been waiting and preparing for so long, and an 

opportunity like this will cause the blooming chaos and destruction to be even more pronounced." 

The Primordial Beast Emperor conversed with a Kun Peng Elder as the clusters of Legions of Primordial 

Beasts who had been stationed across the vast Realities would soon be unleashed as this weaving war 



had many sides, with the only thing of importance being the aims of all sides and the choices they would 

make! 

"Father, they have started to mobilize." 

Far away from all this, a young boy that was born not too long ago gazed at a Clone of his father as this 

child's own Clone was in the Boundary Between Realities observing a cluster of Primordial Beast Legions 

along with Hyperion and others of Noah's Vassals who wished to chase destiny. 

These Legions of Beasts consisted of powerful existences in the stage of LEGENDS as the weakest were 

in the Firmaments of Ascendancy, and yet Little Henry was undaunted as he...had utilized the tools 

provided by his Father to break the limitations of all Aspects of Existence and stepped into the 

Primogenial Strata! 

He was among many others that came after him as the Emperor Penguin, Blue Slime, Tiamat, and many 

others had done the same. 

Their main bodies would continue taking in the resources Noah gave them as they participated in this 

war, the Realm they would reach at the end of it being unknown at this moment! 

"Go forth and conquer, my son." 

Chapter 1948 The Weaving Of A Bloody War! Ll 

"Go forth and conquer, my son." 

Noah spoke with a light smile while patting the blue and black head of hair of his son that shone with 

incandescence 

"I will send a few Alpha Strata Dream Automatons for you to lead and keep everyone safe."  

...! 

A ridiculous set of words unfolded as they stood true! 

During the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, four Alpha Strata LEGENDS of the Pure-Blooded Primordial 

Bloodlines had accompanied a portion of the geniuses of this Lineage, and yet mere days later, Noah 

could manage to send forth Alpha Strata LEGENDS to watch over his people and participate in this 

blooming war! 

They sought their own destiny amidst this war as so far, Noah's destiny was eclipsing everyone else's. 

If this was a chessboard with countless moving pieces, Noah could at this moment be considered to 

have a large weight and pull on this board! 

And the most shocking thing was that many major players did not know this yet. 

Primordials had not caught onto him, and nor had the Primordial Beasts. Some Dimensional Rulers and 

Dimensional Hellion Rulers knew of him...with Lilith being the most dangerous as she spoke of the term 

<Irregular> when referring to him! 
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But those who knew of him were little as even now, he was only known by the title of Dimensional 

Inimicus by those who were invading the vast Realities. 

He...would keep it this way for now as he continued to elevate himself ever higher. 

A single completed Dimensional Layer had granted so many surprises as what would happen when he 

forged all 9? He had been able to slightly lift the Anchor of Dream as many changes were still 

propagating, what authority would he have if he could replicate the other 8 Dimensions?! 

"The other 8..." 

Noah's vision refocused on his stellar main body that had a decision to make right now. 

Which Dimension would be forged next? 

When he attained the Preponderant Irminsul Dimensional Bloodline, the Prana Dimension was set in 

stone for this to be the next one as Noah didn't have any strong links to other Dimensions that would be 

able to cause the proliferation of Cosmos of this Dimension! 

He either needed a strong Physique or Bloodline relating to the Dimension or something like its 

Decretum in order to be capable of producing the Essence of this Dimension in his Origin. 

So many things had changed in the past few days that he had now gained an Apollyon Dimensional 

Bloodline and a corresponding Physique. 

And similar to the Reserves of Dream Essence and significantly lower Reserves of Prana Essence he had 

attained, he now also had Reserves of Apollyon Essence! 

The Prana Dimension had a strong link to Life as it could be said it stood in direct opposition to the 

Apollyon Dimension and even the Niflheim Dimension, but Noah had yet to delve into this vibrant 

Dimension yet. 

He had gained a semblance of Niflheim when its periphery was warped with the Kun Peng's Cataclysm 

Nest as he was actively moving in the Apollyon Dimension! 

And here came the conundrum. 

Between the Prana and Apollyon Dimension, he would have chosen the Apollyon Dimension as the next 

Layer if it was just an hour ago. 

But he had now seen what happened when he completed a Dimensional Layer. 

The Latent Will of this Dimension would mobilize the most powerful beings under it and mark him as an 

Enemy to be eradicated! 

The Apollyon Dimension had Two Dimensional Hellion Rulers that had even subjugated the Dimensional 

Rulers within this Dimension under them, and one of these Rulers had already come in contact with 

Noah. 

She had already tried to mark him and attain anything about him as due to this and Noah not wanting to 

draw any more attention from her currently, his eyes veered off the Apollyon Dimension. 



He wouldn't look down at a Hellion Ruler that had spread her influence to multiple Dimensions as when 

he had a better understanding and was confident that he would not be located, he could enact the 

Apollyon Dimension at any time. 

But at this moment, the Second Dimensional Layer would be... 

"The Prana Dimension..." 

HUUM! 

His body began to glow with a verdant light as the Essence of immense life force flourished. 

<The conditions to birth the Second Dimensional Reality Seed have been achieved.> 

<The Prerequisite Dimensional Essence had been designated.> 

<The Prana Dimensional Reality Seed is undergoing fruition!> 

WAA! 

The Dimension of Life. 

With the Venerable Dimensional Bloodline of the Preponderant Irminsul, Noah could spark off Kainos 

Royal Prana Cosmos. 

He just needed a spark as outside sources of essence like False Grotto Nacres and Grotto Panaceas 

would do the rest! 

The Second Layer was chosen like this as with it, Noah's True Vitality Values and chances of survival 

would experience a ridiculous jump when they were already extremely high. 

The Decretum of Prana had yet to be attained as Noah knew when he established his Prana Dimensional 

Reality and reached the half way point with 50 Trillion Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos, he would forcefully 

gain a 12.5% Understanding. 

And when he completed it, a 25% understanding! 

This percentage in a Decretum that seemed to be in opposition to Apollyon and Niflheim would greatly 

aid him with his paths in these Dimensions apart from bolstering his own life force to ridiculous levels- 

so Noah forged ahead without any fear! 

Dazzling stellar verdant Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos began to bloom. 

A new Dimensional Reality Seed was being born as it would soon pave the way to another 

Dimension....and also grant Noah the honor of being labeled as the Enemy of another Dimension! 

As this went underway, Noah was still studying the many effects of the already established Dream 

Dimensional Reality as nobody would be best served to do this than…the Quintessential Dream 

Dimensional Chassis that was acting as the Dungeon Boss in the Dream Dimension. 

This Clone had the purely Dream Dimensional Body as it now had its corresponding Dimension forged, 

the effects being felt by it the most with its location being the genuine Dream Dimension itself…all of its 

Aspects of Existence were buzzing. 



<Your unique body paired with the Dream Dimensional Reality resonates with the very nature of 

Dreams.> 

<Your gaze is beginning to tear the veils of Dreams and Nightmares to see a glimpse of the Absolute 

Dream Authority.> 

Chapter 1949 Life And Mana L 

<Your gaze is beginning to tear the veils of Dreams and Nightmares to see a glimpse of the Absolute 

Dream Authority.> 

…! 

Absolute Dream Authority! 

One had to at least get past the halfway mark of a Decretum to begin utilizing its highest authority. 

The Decretum of Dreams had Absolute Dream Authority while the Decretum of Prana had the Absolute 

Prana Authority. 

Other Decretum of Dimensions had their own Authority as those who controlled them were beginning 

from existences directly under Dimensional Rulers and Dimensional Hellion Rulers! 

They had made great strides over the millions of years of their lives and reached this place but as 

always...Noah was reaching this same stage I'm a ridiculously short period of time. 

At this time though, due to the factor of his Quintessential Dimensional Body and establishment of the 

Dream Dimensional Reality, he was beginning to see a glimpse of Absolute Dream Authority! 

What made Lavalliere as important as she was right now with her Uses so long as she devoured different 

forms of Loot. 

She had gradually been breaking her shackles over time as her Utilization of Absolute Dream Authority 

would only get easier, and Noah could start grasping this himself and what the cost would be to bring his 

own Dreams to Reality. 

This would be the task of the Dream Dimensional Body as it remained in its position as the 

Quintessential Dungeon Boss- a job it would have to be active in extremely soon as the progress of 

devouring the surrounding lands of the Dream Dimension was becoming even faster! 

Another task would be for it to slumber and enter the land of Dreams. 

This...was due to another effect of the Decretum of Dreams- <Dream of the Oneiric>. 

  Dream of the Oneiric allowed him to delve into the dreams and Realities of the possible immediate 

past and futures of selected targets- with his current targets being limited to those he had to take care 

of in the Apollyon Dimension as he couldn't target beings like Lilith unless he wanted to deliver himself 

on their platter! 

The targets would be beings like the Mad Orc Daemon Commander who had nearly touched upon the 

Grotto Haven Realm that Noah would soon have to face. 
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With the Decretum of Dreams above one-fourth completed in understanding, Noah had 1 in 4 chances 

of experiencing the Dream of the Oneiric every single time he slumbered. 

The chance to gaze upon the dreams of others as they could display their past or futures...such a tool 

would be crucial to gather information as the Dream Dimensional Body spread out its will across the 

Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon while beginning to undergo cycles of slumbers! 

At this same time, Noah was enjoying the birth of his Second Dimensional Layer while at the same time 

feeling great pain within his heart as a prompt rose up from the self-proclaimed greatest loot under him. 

<The Grotto Panacea regrets to inform you that for your Second Dimensional Layer, it can only form 1.5 

Trillion Kainos Royal Cosmos. Its abilities being halved isn't due to its weakness but due to the path you 

chose where obscene amounts of resources are required the further up you traverse on this path.> 

"..." 

Yes. 

When Noah established his new Realm of Progression, he was told that the resources he required would 

be insurmountable! 

They would only increase the higher up he went as from being capable of forging 3 Trillion Kainos Royal 

Cosmos for his first Layer, he could only do half of this for his second Layer when continuing to utilize 

Grotto Panaceas. 

It meant Noah's need for Grotto Panaceas increased even more as wondrously, he would have many 

sources to obtain it as the weaving of destiny and war unfolded in the next day! 

The Prana Dimensional Reality Seed had flourished as Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos began to fill up Noah's 

second Dimensional Layer. 

The process was a little slower than the formation of Kainos Royal Dream Cosmos as the difficulty on 

Noah's path remained to be true even as he provided the Essence and treasures for it, but dazzling 

stellar verdant Cosmos continued to bloom from singularities as they pulsed with a shocking amount of 

life force. 

Before the boons of a Seed could even be quantified, Noah could already feel his ridiculous True Vitality 

Value rising ever so slowly with every formation of a Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos, the effects and boons 

of the coming Dimensional Layer bound to be astonishing! 

A Seed required 10 Trillion Cosmos before it could bloom into a Dimension Reality, and such a thing was 

easily achievable with 7 Grotto Panaceas. 

Under the Time Dilation of the Dimensional Holy Land, this process was completed in a sufficient period 

of time as after 10 Trillion Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos were achieved...the seed began to bloom into a 

Dimensional Reality. 

<The Paramount Kainos Dream Dimensional Reality is being established.> 



Profoundly verdant light began to emanate from Noah as above the golden plane and halcyon Cosmos 

of his lower body, chunks of verdant mass began to form as they coagulated into intricate and massive 

tendrils of life force that seemed like...roots. 

Vibrant and powerful roots that twisted across each other and caused a planar floor to begin forming, 

this mixture of roots forming a floor as above it, geysers of life force erupted that formed into verdant 

clusters of roots in the shape of islands that floated above this floor! 

And these islands filled with life force formed into the shape of gorgeous and massive trees that had 

their branches and leaves twirl and wrap around the spinning Kainos Royal Prana Cosmos that were 

forming along with them. 

The Dream Dimension has a sandy golden floor of essence with rising dunes and mountains, the Avalon 

Dimension had floating islands with waterfalls of purple essence, and the Apollyon Dimension had pillars 

of Magma filled light shooting to the skies while connected to a magma-filled earth with blazing skies all 

around! 

The Prana Dimension showed the weaving of countless roots that formed a floor as above them, floating 

tree-like islands bloomed as verdant essence bloomed below them while vines intertwined with each 

other to connect everything. 

The whole Dimensional Reality was filled with astounding life force and beauty that it nearly took Noah's 

breath away- nearly...but then the prompts came as they were what really took his breath away. 

Chapter 1950 Life And Mana Ll 

As Noah's body lit up with verdant light while a second Dimension was being forged, magisterial 

prompts and information sunk into his mind. 

<Your Infinite Quintessential Dimensional Reality Passages have resonated with the birth of your Second 

Paramount Kainos Dimensional Reality and are undergoing further evolution.> 

<The Decretum of the Dimension you have forged in your Origin will be generated and nourish you 

amidst all other essences.> 

HOOONG! 

<Increased Understanding of the Decretum of Prana will slowly be formed as its essence melds with 

you.> 

...! 

Any Dimensional Layer he forged, he would no doubt attain the Decretum of this Dimension and even 

have its percentage raised when he completed important benchmarks. 

The abstruse understanding of the Prana Dimension was being formed as at the end of it all...Noah 

would undoubtedly wield the Decretum of all Dimensions. 

But from the many changes brought by the formation of the second Dimensional Layer... 
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<An Infinite Quintessential Dimensional Reality Passage can now generate 90,000 Units of the Essence 

of Reality per second.> 

<The rate of Refining Empyral Bones, Organs, and Musculature has been greatly elevated.> 

Pure wonders bloomed as when Noah established his first Dimension, many changes occurred. 

The Infinite Reality Passages had become Infinite Quintessential Dimensional Reality Passages that were 

elevated once more with the formation of the Second Dimensional Layer, and Noah's Traits had 

undergone a change back then as when as his Tri-Pupiled eyes being born as the authority of his 

advancement had taken many aspects of him and upgraded them! 

But that was then, and this was now. 

A symphony began to play as the surroundings turned glorious. 

At this point in time, Noah wanted to be more methodical and gain greater benefits in one extreme. 

More surgical and precise! 

<The Authority of the birth of the Second Dimensional Layer is being focused on the Trait of Infinite 

Mana.> 

<Greater authority and elevation are being bestowed on the Trait of Infinite Mana.> 

WAA! 

<The features of Skill Succession, Concept Amalgamation, and Resource Master have been greatly 

elevated.> 

Surges of essence and authority raged within Noah's body as his Tri-Pupiled eyes released beams of 

radiant light. 

He wanted to be more focused in his elevation as he brought out even more power in one extreme, and 

his main goal for this current venture was the Infinite Mana Trait yes...but more so the Skill Succession 

feature of it. 

<The Will of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor gazes expectantly at the feature of Skill Succession.> 

<Skill Succession>:: When casting an ability, a second ability can be linked to it to be cast at the same 

time as the second ability's resource cost is replaced by pure Mana. This feature has been further 

enhanced as now, additional abilities can be linked in an exchange for an extremely high cost- a cost 

that ignores Reality altering effects as it must be paid by you in its entirety. A third ability can be linked 

to form a chain of three abilities, with the cost of bringing forth to fruition 3 linked abilities being 1 

Trillion Mana and 100 Million Units of the Essence of Reality. Bringing to fruition a Skill Succession of 4 

Linked abilities costs  5 Trillion Mana and 500 Million Units of the Essence of Reality, and 5 Linked 

abilities cost 10 Trillion Mana and 1,000 Million Units of the Essence of Reality. The high cost of casting 

the linked abilities is a testament to their power as once more- their cost must be paid in full as they 

ignore any and all Reality altering effects, even Resource Cost Nullification... 

"..." 



A description of pure wonder lay before Noah's eyes. 

Skill Succession. 

He had utilized it last to bring forth Ascendant Severing Soul Star that turned the Assassin Emperor of 

Severance into a multi-target ability that instantly wiped out millions of LEGENDS no matter if they were 

Primogenial or Beta Strata. 

It wasn't simply one plus one as the linking of abilities brought about unknown changes and heavily 

increased their Damage...with the linking of a third or fourth ability being something so far-fetched that 

it might be twice or three times Noah's normal Damage Value with any Skill. 

If he could currently unleash 70 Billion True Dimensional Damage Values- a number that had 

undoubtedly changed as he would be getting another boost to his base Damage value for establishing 

the Second Dimensional Layer and blow up this Damage even further...but if we utilize this 70 Billion as 

an example of a normal Damage Value, a single cast of a 3 linked ability brought forth by Skill Succession 

could possibly deal 140 Billion or 210 Billion...if not even more depending on the resonance of the 

abilities and what effects they would bring. 

When facing against an uber-powerful enemy where the multiple links of Sever could not be achieved 

against them, Noah being capable of dishing out a single ability that could deal hundreds of Billions of 

Damage Values would be indispensable! 

He could utilize upto three chained abilities at this juncture with the undeniable price of 100 Million 

Units of the Essence of Reality that would deplete close to a third of all his reserves in a single shot, but 

the chains of these abilities that formed into different skills and techniques would be his killing blows 

against obscenely powerful enemies! 

He wanted to give a simple quantification for these techniques and those to come as he wanted to 

group them all under a banner of specific abilities. 

A banner of specific techniques meant for killing and annihilation that would be one of a kind in this Age 

and Era. 

HOONG! 

His eyes lit up as the ideas swirling in his mind came to fruition, his voice coming out to cement them in 

stone. 

"Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Techniques." 

WAA! 

Sets of abilities that when linked together and cast, they formed into new Techniques! 

Techniques that when the Quintessential Kainos Emperor cast- his enemies could do nothing but face 

Annihilation. 

This was the distinction Noah want to give his optimization of skills as his Second Dimensional Layer was 

being established. 



The Ascendant Severing Soul Star was only the first of these Annihilation Techniques, merely the first 

form of what was to come! 

--- 

<Author's Note> 

<Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Techniques>:: Techniques brought forth by the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor as when cast, his enemies can only face Annihilation. Currently available forms based on 

the capabilities of Skill Succession: [Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Technique- First Form], 

[Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Technique- Second Form], and [Quintessential Emperor's 

Annihilation Technique- Third Form]. 

  [Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Technique- First Form]:: The descent of the Ascendant Severing 

Soul Star. The Assassin Emperor of Severance becomes a multi-target ability that initiates against all 

those that gaze at the Star of Illumination, and the amount of times the Assassin Emperor of Severance 

can chain is limited to once under the multi-target effect. 

 


